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ABSTRACT
Surveillance systems are some of the most computationally
intensive applications. Despite technological advances, low-
cost of sensors, and continuous improvement of computer
vision algorithms, large-scale reliable surveillance systems
have yet to become common. We argue that building ef-
fective smart surveillance systems requires a new approach,
with a focus on programmability and scalability. While con-
siderable progress has been made in the area of computer
vision algorithms, such advances cannot translate to deploy-
ment in the large until adequate system abstractions and re-
source management techniques are in place to ensure their
performance.
In this paper, we propose a novel abstraction, the tar-
get container (TC) that serves as a parallel programming
model and execution framework for developing complex ap-
plications for tracking multiple targets in a large-scale cam-
era network. The key insight is to allow the domain expert
(e.g., a vision researcher) to focus on the algorithmic details
of target tracking and let the system deal with providing the
computational resources (cameras, networking, and process-
ing) to enable it. The TC corresponds to a target, possibly
tracked from multiple cameras. The domain expert provides
the code modules for target tracking (such as detectors and
trackers) as handlers to the TC system. The handlers are
invoked dynamically by the TC system to discover new tar-
gets (detector) and to follow existing targets (tracker). The
TC system also provides an interface for merging TCs when-
ever they are determined to be corresponding to the same
target.
A TC serves as the resource principal for all the trackers of
a particular target, allowing the TC system to fairly schedule
the computational resources for their execution. Thus, there
is a one-to-one correspondence between a target and a TC
that represents the target in the runtime system. This de-
sign has the nice property that the system resources needed
to sustain target tracking scales up or down proportional to
the number of targets being tracked simultaneously as op-
posed to the number of cameras in the deployment. As a
result, the TC system efficiently manages the computational
resources leading to an overall scalability of the surveillance
system in terms of the number of targets that can be tracked
in real time. The TC model also enables a variety of tar-
get tracking policies, including target prioritization. Under
this policy, the TC system automatically allocates system
resources based upon application-specified target priority.
This paper presents the design of a TC system, details
of an experimental prototype, and experimental results that
confirm the performance benefits of the TC model compared
to a conventional thread-based implementation of a surveil-
lance application.
1. INTRODUCTION
Sensors of various modalities and capabilities have been
ubiquitously deployed throughout many urban environments.
Fear of terrorism, among other criminal activities, have driven
cities such as London and New York to employ a broad-based
approach to surveillance using closed-circuit video cameras,
among other sensor modalities, to monitor the majority of
intra-city locations. The overall goal of surveillance is to
detect suspicious activities and to track the individuals who
perform them.
The conventional approach to surveillance has required di-
rect human involvement, either at the time of video capture
or to periodically review archived video recordings. Recent
advances in computer vision techniques are now spawning a
class of automated surveillance systems, requiring little to
no human involvement to monitor targets of interest, detect
threatening actions, and raise alerts. To support the goals of
surveillance, video images must be processed in real time in
order to successfully meet modern security requirements. In
large urban environments, processing continuous data from a
large number of video sources is a computationally intensive
task as computer vision techniques are especially demanding
with respect to system resource requirements. As conven-
tional data processing and interpretation tasks migrate from
a human-oriented to a systems-oriented model, questions of
system scalability and efficient resource management arise.
Automated surveillance systems are typically composed
of two core elements: threat detection and target tracking.
Detection is typically concerned with monitoring an area
to identify predefined threat conditions. Once a threaten-
ing activity or condition has been identified, the surveillance
system will track any target that is either performing the ac-
tivity or related to the threat condition. Both detection and
tracking occur within the scope of individual video cameras,
but may also span across multiple cameras, introducing an
inherently parallel/distributed nature to large surveillance
systems. The resource requirements for such large-scale de-
ployments potentially scales up along two dimensions: (a)
the number of cameras deployed, and (b) the number of
targets being tracked simultaneously. Given the resource
requirements for even small-scale automated surveillance,
designing systems for city-wide surveillance requires high-
levels of scalability.
Beyond solving the issues of system resource management
and scalability, modern automated surveillance systems should
support the development of large-scale surveillance appli-
cations by providing a simple and intuitive programming
model. Providing such a model enables domain experts to
focus solely on the algorithmic aspects of the application
and frees them from the concerns of the complex systems
aspects of resource management and task scheduling.
In this paper, we propose a novel abstraction, the tar-
get container (TC) that serves as a parallel programming
model and execution framework for developing complex ap-
plications for tracking multiple targets in a large-scale cam-
era network. The key insight is to allow the domain expert
(e.g., a vision researcher) to focus on the algorithmic details
of target tracking and let the system deal with providing the
computational resources (cameras, networking, and process-
ing) to enable it. The TC corresponds to a target, possibly
tracked from multiple cameras. The domain expert provides
the code modules for target tracking (such as detectors and
trackers) as handlers to the TC system. The handlers are
invoked dynamically by the TC system to discover new tar-
gets (detector) and to follow existing targets (tracker). The
TC system also provides an interface for merging TCs when-
ever they are determined to be corresponding to the same
target.
A TC serves as the resource principal for all the trackers of
a particular target, allowing the TC system to fairly schedule
the computational resources for their execution. Thus, there
is a one-to-one correspondence between a target and a TC
that represents the target in the runtime system. This de-
sign has the nice property that the system resources needed
to sustain target tracking scales up or down proportional to
the number of targets being tracked simultaneously as op-
posed to the number of cameras in the deployment. As a
result, the TC system efficiently manages the computational
resources leading to an overall scalability of the surveillance
system in terms of the number of targets that can be tracked
in real time. The TC model also enables a variety of tar-
get tracking policies, including target prioritization. Under
this policy, the TC system automatically allocates system
resources based upon application-specified target priority.
This paper makes the following four contributions:
• It introduces the target container (TC) abstraction,
which allows a per-target scheduling of system resources
for target tracking, while also providing a simple and
intuitive interface for developing complex surveillance
applications.
• It describes the TC parallel programming model and
framework, which simplifies the development of surveil-
lance systems, freeing domain experts from the com-
plex systems concerns of synchronization, scheduling,
and resource management.
• It presents the TC execution model, which improves
surveillance system scalability through resource man-
agement and target prioritization.
• It presents the design of a TC system, details of an
experimental prototype, and experimental results that
confirm the performance benefits of the TC model com-
pared to a conventional thread-based implementation.
Section 2 further motivates the core problem addressed by
the TC system. Section 3 describes the programming model
and interface presented to application developers by the TC
system along with the details of the TC system design and
architecture. Section 4 describes the TC prototype imple-
mentation and Section 5 presents the results of our proto-
type evaluation. Finally, Section 6 positions TC within the
broader context of related work in the area and Section 7
concludes the paper.
2. MOTIVATION
Let us first understand the limitations of the thread-based
parallel programming model in developing a large-scale video-
based surveillance system both from the point of programma-
bility and resource management. The conventional approach
to building surveillance systems is to have the application
developer handle all aspects of the system, including tradi-
tional systems aspects, such as resource management, and
more application-specific aspects, such as mapping targets
to cameras. Under this model, a developer wishing to ex-
ploit the natural concurrency of the problem has to manage
the concurrent programming tasks as part of the applica-
tion logic. For example, the automated surveillance sys-
tem should be able to autonomously track a target across
the fields of view of multiple cameras, in parallel. Assum-
ing modern computer vision algorithms are able to detect
a threat and track a target within a single camera view,
the main task of the multi-camera tracking application is to
compare different views from different cameras and coalesce
them if they represent the same target. This application
model implies a number of programming challenges includ-
ing synchronization and scheduling.
First, to achieve the most efficient parallel implementa-
tion, careful synchronization is required for all shared data
structures. In the context of automated surveillance, the
sharing of target data structures between the detector and
tracker application components poses several challenges that
must be overcome by the developer. Each detector (one per
camera), finds new targets and hands off the detected targets
to the trackers (one per target), for continuous monitoring.
Target data structures are shared by these components to
allow detectors to ensure target uniqueness, and to provide
updated information for trackers to continuously monitor
their targets. Multiple trackers operating on different video
streams may also need to share target data structures when
they are monitoring the same target. These complex pat-
terns of data communication and synchronization place an
unnecessary burden on an application developer, which is
exacerbated by the need to scale the system to hundreds or
even thousands of cameras and targets in an urban setting.
Second, trackers must execute their target monitoring tasks
within the resource constraints of the computational infras-
tructure. A developer is faced with either using the default
resource management provided by the computational infras-
tructure (e.g., pthreads runtime), which is generic and not
target-aware, or the developer must handle resource man-
agement directly at the application level – a daunting re-
sponsibility to say the least. Consider a typical multi-camera
multi-target tracking system. Such a system has several av-
enues for exploiting parallelism. However, there could be
data dependencies among the trackers due to the sharing
of target data structures, i.e., when multiple trackers are
following the same target. Such sharing could lead to inef-
ficiencies due to the contention for shared data structures
when trackers following the same target are scheduled to
execute concurrently. Ideally, trackers associated with dis-
tinct targets should be scheduled concurrently to avoid such
(a) Single Camera Scenario Setup
(b) Target Processing (4 Targets / 1 Camera)
(c) Target Processing (4 Targets / 1 Camera) - TC
(a) For the single camera scenario, video frames arrive at fixed intervals,
which contains four targets (T1-T4) in the field-of-view (FOV) of one
camera (C1). The time between two consecutive frames is when target
handler processing occurs for each target; (b) and (c) show the target
handler processing occurring for the conventional and TC cases. Each
green bar represents the handler execution for a target in the FOV of
a specific camera. For both cases, all target handlers complete within
the inter-frame interval.
Figure 1: Single Camera Scenario
synchronization overheads. Further, the scheduler should
also consider architectural properties such as cache affinity
in scheduling the trackers for improved performance.
To better illustrate the scalability challenge in the pres-
ence of resource oversubscription, we present two example
video surveillance scenarios. In each scenario, we consider
one or more cameras to be monitoring a potentially overlap-
ping field of view (FOV). Within the FOV of each camera,
there may be one or more targets detected and being tracked
by the surveillance system. Data samples from the cameras,
called frames, arrive at fixed intervals determined by the
capture rate of each camera (in frames per second or FPS).
A target handler is the surveillance application-specific code
that is executed to track a target within a single camera
view. Whatever processing a target handler performs, to op-
erate in real time, the handler must be executed completely
prior to the arrival of the next video frame in sequence.
For simplicity’s sake, we consider only the CPU resource.
The first scenario (Figure 1(a)) represents no oversubscrip-
tion, while there is oversubscription in the second scenario
(Figure 2(a)). Both scenarios represent a situation wherein
the system is monitoring four targets. In the first scenario
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C1 C2 C3
(a) Multiple Camera Scenario Setup
(b) Target Processing (4 Targets / 3 Cameras)
(c) Target Processing (4 Targets / 3 Cameras) - TC
(a) For the multi-camera scenario, one frame per camera arrives every
time interval (shown as a stacked bar). Targets T1-T4 are in the field-
of-view (FOV) of camera C1, while T1 is also in the FOV of C2 and C3;
(b) and (c) show target handler processing for the four targets in the
conventional and TC cases, respectively. Each green bar represents the
handler execution for a target in the FOV of a specific camera. Since
T1’s target handler is executed first, only two targets (T1 and T2) can
be updated within the inter-frame interval for the conventional case
as shown in (b). Since TC executes target handlers in a target-aware
fashion, the handler completion throughput is increased from 2 to 3
as shown in (c). Note that in the TC case, only one camera frame is
processed for T1 in each interval leading to an incomplete update of
the target.
Figure 2: Multiple Camera Scenario
of a single camera, while in the second scenario (Figure 2(a)),
targets T2-T4 are in the FOV of one camera, while T1 is in
the FOV of three cameras. The tracking work to be done
for each of the targets in the first scenario is roughly the
same (process one video frame in every inter-frame arrival
interval). On the other hand, the tracking work to be done
for target T1 is three times more in the second scenario since
it is in the FOV of three cameras. For the sake of exposi-
tion, let us assume that the CPU is capable processing one
frame for each of the four targets in the inter-frame inter-
val. Further, let us assume that all four targets are of equal
priority. We will postulate that the goal of the system is
to achieve the maximum throughput, i.e., number of target
updates per inter-frame interval. We do not consider partial
completion of the tracking work to be a successful one from
the point of view of target update.
The CPU resource is not oversubscribed in the first sce-
nario with either the conventional thread-based approach
(Figure 1(b)) or with the TC approach (Figure 1(c)). The
tracking work for all four targets can be completed in the
inter-frame interval and the throughput of the system is four
target updates in each interval. Conversely, in the second
scenario (Figure 2(a)), the CPU is oversubscribed. It has
to process six video frames (one each for targets T2-T4 and
three for target T1) in the inter-frame arrival interval. The
conventional approach successfully completes the tracking
work for two targets (T1 and T2) as shown in Figure 2(b).
One could think of other interleavings of the processing of
the video frames with the conventional approach, but the
bottom line is the target throughput in an inter-frame inter-
val in most such interleavings would be close to two. This is
because the conventional approach is unaware of targets and
does not allocate resources based on targets. On the other
hand, Figure 2(c) shows the schedule with the TC approach.
Since it makes resource allocation decisions based on targets,
it deterministically processes one video frame for each target
in the inter-frame interval. Thus, it successfully completes
the target updates for three targets (T2-T4) in each inter-
frame interval yielding a target update throughput of three.
In other words, TC sacrifices accuracy for tracking a target
that requires an unfair share of the available resources in
favor of completing as many target updates as possible.
Although this example has illustrated how an TC-based
target-aware scheduling scheme can substantially improve
target update throughput, choosing this scheduling scheme
does not preclude more complex schemes, including prioriti-
zation. The TC system can utilize target-awareness to not
only improve overall throughput, but to provide guarantees
to specific high priority targets (see Section 5).
3. ARCHITECTURE OF THE TC SYSTEM
The TC system caters to two complementary goals:
Intuitive programming model. Video-based surveil-
lance systems are inherently parallel and distributed. Con-
sequently, there is an undue burden on the application pro-
grammer to deal with the thorny issues of parallel program-
ming including synchronization and scheduling, which affect
both the correctness and performance of large-scale surveil-
lance systems. Therefore, the first goal is to reduce the
burden on the domain expert by providing an intuitive pro-
gramming model that subsumes such thorny issues.
Execution model to enforce fair resource manage-
ment. An equally important goal is efficient use of available
computational resources (CPU cycles, memory, and network
bandwidth). The goal is to dovetail the programming model
with an execution model that enforces fairness in the allo-
cation of resources to ensure scalability of metrics that are
meaningful at the application level. There are two such met-
rics in the context of video-based surveillance applications:
target throughput and target latency. The former is defined
as the number of targets successfully updated per unit time.
The latter is the time needed on an average to process a
target update.
We will elaborate how the TC system accomplishes these
goals in the rest of this section.
3.1 Conventional Model
A typical surveillance system is comprised of multiple dis-
tributed cameras. The system is capable of running various
target detection algorithms for each camera stream. For the
purposes of this paper, we refer to the handler running the
detection algorithm as the detector. The detector’s job is to
In this scenario, three targets create six trackers in a conventional
system. The kernel scheduler gives each tracker a fair share of the
CPU time. The scheduler picks trackers 6, 5, 4, and 3, all following
target 3. Target 1 and 2 never get a chance in the chosen time interval.
Figure 3: Target Updates in Conventional Model
recognize new targets in a frame. Once detected, a target
needs to be tracked by a tracking algorithm. The handler
that performs the tracking within a single camera’s FOV is
called a tracker. The tracker is thus associated with a cam-
era and it constantly updates the target data. This data is
being used by the detector to detect new targets. To rec-
ognize a physical target observed by multiple cameras, an
application has to compare different observations and asso-
ciate those trackers following the same target.
This model implies different levels of parallelism for tar-
get tracking. The simplest design choice to exploit paral-
lelism will be a thread per tracker: as a target moves, multi-
ple trackers would be dispatched as independent threads by
the detectors associated with the different cameras. Since
the trackers process different frame data, their execution
is mostly data-parallel even though they constantly update
shared target data. However, this approach cannot achieve
target-aware resource management. Typically, CPU sched-
ulers in most modern operating systems deal with threads
as the unit of scheduling, and assign resources to threads in
a fair manner. Thus, a target that is tracked by multiple
threads will have an unfair advantage over a target tracked
by fewer threads in terms of resource allocation. Also per
target priority control is tricky since a typical system pro-
vides priority control on a per thread basis. To better illus-
trate this concept, consider the example in Figure 3.
In the example, three targets are detected by the surveil-
lance system. Target 3 is tracked by four cameras while
Targets 1 and 2 are tracked by only one camera. If we as-
sume, in this scenario, that only four trackers can complete
their execution within a given time interval, chances are high
that either Target 1 or 2, or both, will not get updated. In
other words, target throughput, a key metric in surveillance
applications, will take a hit due to the unfairness in resource
allocation based on threads. Further, if either target 1 or 2
(or both) is of high importance, the prospect of either one
not getting proper attention is unacceptable.
An alternative design would be to have one thread per tar-
get. Assuming the underlying system provides fair resource
allocation per thread, physical targets with the same prior-
ity will receive the same amount of resources. However, this
design prevents the use of available fine-grained parallelism,
i.e., parallel execution of trackers. Moreover, a typical sys-
tem provides only limited control of thread priorities, which
makes various application-level per-target priority control
challenging, if not impossible.
The main problem with these two models is that the un-
derlying system is not aware of targets. A target is an
application-level entity and therefore invisible to the oper-
ating system from the point of resource management. To
implement target aware resource management and schedul-
ing requires a careful design of an appropriate abstraction,
which takes into account both the application-level and system-
level entities. In this paper, we describe such a design through
the TC system, which provides an intuitive programming
model and execution framework that liberates the program-
mers from having to worry about such issues that are mun-
dane but crucially important to achieve good performance
for a large-scale automated surveillance system.
3.2 TC Programming Model and API
The intuition behind the TC programming model is quite
simple and straightforward. Figure 4 shows the conceptual
picture of how a surveillance application will be structured
using the new programming model. In principle, the model
generalizes to dealing with heterogeneous sensors (cameras,
RFID readers, microphones, etc.). However, for the sake of
clarity of the exposition, we adhere to cameras as the only
sensors in this paper. The application is written as a col-
lection of handlers. There is a detector handler associated
with each camera stream. The role of the detector handler is
to analyze each camera image it receives to detect any new
target that is not already known to the surveillance system.
The detector creates a target container for each new target
it identifies in a camera frame. In the simple case, where a
target is observed in only one camera, the target container
contains a single tracker handler, which receives images from
the camera and updates the target data structure in every
time interval. The time interval is typically the inter-arrival
time between two camera frames. However, due to overlap-
ping fields of view, a target may appear in multiple cameras.
Thus, in the general case, a target container may contain as
many trackers as the number of camera streams, which need
to be executed to update the target data structure in every
time interval.
In addition to the detectors (one for each sensor stream),
and the trackers (one per target per sensor stream associated
with this target), the application must provide additional
handlers to the TC system for the purposes of merging TCs
as explained below. Upon detecting a new target in its field
of view, a detector would create a new target container.
However, it is possible that this is not a new target but sim-
ply an already identified target that happened to move into
the field of view of this camera. To address this, the appli-
cation would also provide a handler for equality checking of
two targets. Upon establishing the equality of two targets,
the associated containers will be merged to encompass the
two trackers (see Target Container 2 in Figure 4). The ap-
A surveillance application is structured as a collection of independent
handlers. A detector handler is associated with each sensor instance;
its execution results in identifying a set of potential ”targets”. There is
one instance of a tracker handler per target per sensor. Execution of a
tracker results in updating the associated target data structure for that
target. The target container encompasses all the trackers that need to
be run for a successful update of the target data structure associated
with that target.
Figure 4: Surveillance Application using TC Model
plication would provide a merger handler to accomplish this
merging of two targets into a single one. Incidentally, the
application may also choose to merge two distinct targets
into a single one (for example, consider a potential threat
situation when two cohorts join together and walk in unison
in an airport).
The intention in this high-level programming model is to
provide minimal interface to shield the application devel-
oper from common complexities, such as synchronization
and scheduling, allowing her to focus on the algorithmic as-
pect of target tracking. Table 1 summarizes the APIs pro-
vided by the TC system for constructing complex surveil-
lance applications. TC register handlers allows the main
logic of an application to provide a number of handlers to
the TC system. Once this function is called, the handlers
are registered with the TC system and are called upon the
occurrence of certain events such as frame arrival or target
detection. TC create target will create a new TC to en-
compass all data and computation for tracking a target. A
tracker can call TC stop track to notify the TC system that
this tracker need not be scheduled anymore; it would do
that upon realizing that the target it is tracking is leaving
the camera’s FOV. TC update data and TC read data are
used to read and update application-specific target data.
When programming a target tracking application, the de-
veloper has to be aware of the fact that the handlers may
be executed concurrently. Therefore, the handlers should
be written as sequential codes with no side effects to shared
data structures to avoid explicit application-level synchro-
nization. However, trackers may have to update target data
structures that are potentially shared among several trackers
in a target container. For this purpose, the system provides
an API that allows reading and updating shared data struc-
tures in a mutually exclusive manner. Basically, these API
calls subsume data access with synchronization guarantees
similar to what has been done by other researchers [2, 17,
18].
API Description
TC register handlers() Registers all the application handlers with the TC system. This would include the detector, the
tracker, the equality checker, and a merger. The detector implements the algorithm for detecting
targets in the field of view of the camera, identifying new targets, and creating TCs for new
targets. The tracker implements the target tracking algorithm. The equality checker implements
the application logic for checking the equality of two targets. Finally, the merger implements the
application logic for merging two TCs.
TC create target() It creates a TC and associates it with the new target. This is called by a detector. It also associates
a tracker within this TC for this new target that analyzes the same camera stream as the detector.
TC stop track() When a target disappears from a camera’s FOV, tracker makes this interface call to prevent further
execution of itself.
TC update data() This will be used by detector/tracker for updates to shared data structures.
TC read data() This will be used by detector/tracker for read access to shared data structures.
TC change priority() This will be used by a tracker to change the priority of the TC it is associated with.




  List<BLOB> new_blob_list;
  List<BLOB> old_blob_list;
  List<TC> tc_list;
  while(1)
  {
    IMAGE img = query_stream();
    new_blob_list = detect_blobs(img);
    for_each(tc in tc_list)
    {
      TCData data = TC_read_data(tc);
      old_blob_list.add( data.blob );
    }
    for_each(nB in new_blob_list)
    {
      bool is_new = true;
      for_each(oB in old_blob_list
        If( blob_overlap(nB, oB) == TRUE)
          is_new = false;
      
      if(is_new == TRUE)
        TC_create_target(nB, img);
    }
  }
}
void Tracker(TC tc, CAM cam, IMAGE img)
{
  TCData data = TC_read_data(tc);
  BLOB old_blob = data.blob;
  BLOB new_blob = color_track(img, old_blob);
  If( is_out_of_FOV( new_blob ) )
    TC_stop_track(tc, cam);
  data.blob = new_blob;
  data.hist = calc_hist(img, new_blob);
  TC_update_data(tc, data);
}
bool Equality_checker(TC tc1, TC tc2)
{
  TCData data1 = TC_read_data(tc1);
  TCData data2 = TC_read_data(tc2);
  HISTOGRAM hist1 = data1.hist;
  HISTOGRAM hist2 = data2.hist;
  If( compare_hist( hist1, hist2) > THRES )
    return TRUE;
  return FALSE;
}
Figure 5: Example Application Code using TC API
A pseudocode example of a multi-camera target track-
ing application using the TC API is presented in Figure 5.
There are three handlers implemented in the code: detector,
tracker, and equality checker. Note that merger is not shown
since its implementation solely depends on application-specific
data structures, without the use of any TC function. As
shown in the code, the detector discovers a new object within
a camera’s FOV by comparing the new-blob-list(obtained
from the blob entrance detection algorithm) and the old-
blob-list(from existing targets). Note that old-blob-list is
periodically updated by the target trackers. If the detector
finds a new blob that does not overlap with any other exist-
ing targets, it creates a new TC by calling TC create target.
Once created, a tracker tracks a target within a single
camera’s FOV using a computer vision algorithm. In this
example, the algorithm is assumed to be implemented in
color track function. The color track function computes the
position of the target in the image (new-blob in Figure 5);
using this the tracker updates the new position and the color
histogram of the target. If the target is no longer in the im-
age as determined by the color track function (i.e., the target
has left the FOV of the camera), the tracker requests the sys-
tem to stop scheduling itself by calling TC stop track. An
equality checker compares two color histograms and returns
TRUE if the similarity metric exceeds a certain threshold.
Note that Figure 5 is an overly simplified illustration of the
application logic for demonstrating the use of the TC system
API. A sophisticated application may contain much more
information than a blob position and a color histogram to
represent the target data structure. For example, the target
data structure may contain a set of color histograms for dif-
ferent camera views of the same target. The merger handler
(not shown in the figure) will be correspondingly more so-
phisticated, effectively merging two application-specific data
structures into one.
3.3 TC Execution Model
The programming model presented in the previous subsec-
tion naturally leads to an execution framework that allows
metering the resource consumption of a target container. As
we mentioned, each TC is associated with a target. In princi-
ple, the unit of resource consumption (e.g., CPU scheduling)
is a TC independent of the number of trackers contained in
it. This ensures that the resource allocation policy is fair
across all targets and not biased towards TCs that require
the execution of many trackers per target update. Of course,
when a target is in the field of view of multiple cameras, at
least initially, there will be multiple TCs created since a de-
tector is incapable of knowing the equivalence of a new target
it creates with respect to other existing targets created by
other detectors. This situation would lead to a higher re-
source consumption for this target until such duplicate TCs
are merged into a single TC containing multiple trackers.
The execution model guarantees target fairness indepen-
dent of the amount of work that needs to be done per target
update. The TC scheduler allocates a time quantum propor-
tional to the expected execution time of a tracker handler.
While there can be variance in the actual running time of
the tracker depending on the input, as a first order of ap-
proximation, we assume that the tracker running time is the
same independent of the target. The execution model uses
a round robin schedule of TCs. If a TC has multiple track-
ers, then it will require multiple passes of the round robin
scheduler to complete its execution compared to a TC that
has a single tracker. This execution model ensures better
target throughput and lower average target latency, the two
metrics of relevance for surveillance systems. The execu-
tion model should be reminiscent of shortest job first (SJF)
non-preemptive CPU scheduler. Similar to SJF, there is
potential for starvation of TCs with multiple trackers.
The TC execution model also enables a variety of target
tracking policies, including target prioritization. Under the
prioritization policy, the TC system automatically allocates
system resources based upon programmer-specified target
priority, enabling a TC-based surveillance system to accu-
rately track high-priority targets even under conditions of
system saturation (i.e., when many targets are being tracked).
The priority of a TC can be changed dynamically by the
application using the API call TC change priority (see Ta-
ble 1). Such changes would be warranted when a tracker
observes that a target it is tracking is gaining in importance
or vice versa.
3.4 TC Merge Model
As we mentioned earlier, an application developer supplies
two functions to the TC system: an an equality checker and
a merger. An equality checker is a binary operator which
takes two application specific target data structures from
different TCs as arguments. If the two target data struc-
tures represent the same target, it returns TRUE, otherwise
FALSE. When the equality checker returns TRUE, the TC
system is ready to combine the two TCs into one. It calls
the merger function to merge the application specific data
structures, gets rid of one TC, and stores all the necessary
metadata pertinent to the merged targets in the other re-
maining TC.
To seamlessly merge two TCs into one while tracking the
targets in real time, the TC system periodically calls equality
checker on candidates for merge operation. When merging,
the TC system ensures that none of the trackers in the two
TCs are running to prevent any side effects. After merge,
one of the two TC is eliminated, while the other TC becomes
the union of the two previous TCs.
Execution of the equality checker on different pairs of TCs
can be done in parallel since it does not update any target
data. Similarly, merger operations can go on in parallel so
long as the TCs involved in the parallel merges are all dis-
tinct.
On the one hand, the merger operation can be viewed
as an optimization since it leads to fair allocation of re-
sources to targets. This is especially important under con-
ditions of system overload when the computational resources
are oversubscribed. Target update throughput will be ad-
versely affected due to this oversubscription; merging TCs
that are tracking the same target will reduce the oversub-
scription and help in improving the target update through-
put. However, the merger operation itself requires computa-
tional resources. The ensuing dilemma as to how frequently
merger operations should be performed is akin to the thrash-
ing phenomenon observed in virtual memory systems. The
paging daemon may have to be run more frequently when
the page fault rate goes up to reduce thrashing; similarly,
the merger operation may have to be run more frequently
under conditions of oversubscription of computational re-
sources (i.e., when the observed target throughput rate goes
below a threshold).
On the other hand, merger operation is also a key to ensur-
ing accurate situation awareness. For instance, if two TCs
are tracking the same target, this could lead to erroneous in-
ference at the application level. Therefore, from the point of
view of ensuring correctness at the application level, it may
be necessary to run the merger operations with a certain
periodicity. The periodicity should itself be tunable com-
mensurate with the dynamics of the application (e.g., how
fast a target is moving).
The TC system can use static information such as camera
proximity for selecting merge candidates. If two cameras are
geographically too far away, the TCs associated with them
are unlikely candidates for a merge operation. There are a
number of interesting issues with respect to the sophistica-
tion of the equality checker, the logic for selection of merge
candidates, the frequency of running the merge operations,
and the effects of such policies on target update throughput
and target latencies. Such issues are outside the scope of
this paper and are part of our future research.
4. IMPLEMENTATION
The TC system architecture is general and lends itself to
efficient implementation on parallel and/or distributed plat-
forms. As a proof of concept, we presently have an SMP
implementation of the TC system architecture. The state-
of-the-art for structured data sharing and synchronization
in a distributed system is quite mature [2, 17, 18, 11, 12].
Therefore, extending our current implementation to a dis-
tributed system is straightforward.
4.1 Implementation Details
Our current implementation on an SMP is in C++ and
uses the pthreads library. The TC runtime system imple-
ments each detector handler as a dedicated pthread associ-
ated to the specific camera. We maintain a pool of worker
threads in the runtime system for scheduling the execution
of the tracker handlers. In keeping with the design principle
outlined in the system architecture to ensure target fairness,
the runtime system executes the trackers in a round-robin
fashion across all of the TCs using this pool of threads.
The direct benefit of the user-level design of the TC sys-
tem using a thread-pool is a reduction in the context switch
overhead, since a worker thread simply looks for trackers to
run in the TC’s run-queue, without needing mediation from
the kernel. The number of worker thread in the thread-pool
of the TC system is commensurate with the number of CPUs
available in the SMP; therefore, this design will lead to much
less operating system overhead compared to a conventional
implementation using a thread per tracker (see Section 3.1).
Further, being above the operating system, the TC system
is independent of the scheduling policy of the underlying
operating system.
The TC scheduler uses a two-level round robin scheduling
policy for TCs and their trackers. First it schedules TCs
in a conventional round robin manner. Each time a TC is
scheduled, a tracker within the TC will be scheduled. The
trackers within a TC are also scheduled in round robin man-
ner so that the next tracker will be executed when next time
this TC is scheduled. Each tracker is run to completion in a
non-preemptive manner. If a TC has multiple trackers, then
it will require multiple time slices to complete its execution
compared to a TC that has a single tracker.
To illustrate the execution model, consider the scenario in
Figure 6. Here four targets are mapped to four TCs where
TC3 and TC4 have two trackers and TC1 and TC2 have
only one tracker. Frames from cameras are arriving at the
point marked with dashed lines, and therefore there are two
frame arrivals in this example. While there can be variance
in the actual running time of the tracker depending on the
input, for simplicity, we assume that the tracker running
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Figure 6: Target Updates in TC Execution Model
two worker threads, the TC scheduler assigns two trackers
to the two worker threads in each time slice. As shown in
the figure, TC3 and TC4 need two time slices to complete
their respective target updates; while TC1 and TC2 are able
to complete their target updates in each time slice. In other
words, all TCs get a fair share of the available resources.
4.2 Exploiting Cache Affinity in the Schedul-
ing
The TC system uses cache-affinity based scheduling to
further optimize system performance. When different TCs
share the same frame from a camera, the scheduler executes
the trackers in a way that minimizes initial cache misses.
For example, in Figure 6, TC1 and TC2 are assigned to
the same worker thread, so that the TC2’s tracker execu-
tion does not have initial cache miss overhead for loading a
frame. Also, the scheduling order for TC3 and TC4 ensures
that trackers sharing the same frame run with no interven-
tion. Since each frame size for computer vision processing is
often large and target tracking is mostly compute-intensive
once frame is loaded, this optimization would reduce the
number of cache misses significantly and therefore improve
performance. However, the TC system uses this optimiza-
tion only when it does not violate target-level fairness and
prioritization.
4.3 Target Priorities
Our prototype also implements application-specifiable tar-
get priorities. When a new target is identified by a detector,
an initial priority is assigned to the target (i.e., the TC as-
sociated with this target) as specified by the application.
Priorities range from 1 to 10, allowing an application to as-
sign priorities along a continuous scale. The round-robin TC
scheduler respects this priority in assigning a worker thread
from the thread pool to execute a tracker. When a worker in
a thread pool is available, the TC with the highest nice value
will be scheduled. Other TCs will increase their nice value
depending on their priorities. If a TC has a higher prior-
ity, then it will increase its nice value more than the others,
which increases its chance to be scheduled in the next time
slice.
4.4 Application Logic
In our current implementation, each detector runs the
Foreground Detection and Blob Entrance Detection algorithm
implementations from the open source OpenCV library [1].
A tracker is an implementation of the color-based track-
ing algorithm provided by an application. The main task
of a tracker is two-fold: (i) tracking an object identified
by a detector and (ii) generating tracking data as a re-
sult. While tracking, it updates an object appearance model
based on the color histogram of the object. The tracking al-
gorithm from the OpenCV library internally utilizes a tech-
nique called mean shift [6], in which the color histogram uses
180 hue levels, and the appearance model uses 256 satura-
tion levels.
To merge different TCs into one when they are tracking
the same physical target, the runtime system uses the appli-
cation provided handlers for equality checking and merger
operation. A merger handler would aggregate the target
feature data structures from multiple TCs (i.e., trackers in
those TCs) and return a combined target feature data struc-
ture to the runtime system. For example, in our prototype
implementation of the surveillance system, we generate an
average color histogram model from multiple trackers. An
equality checker is another handler provided by the applica-
tion, which decides whether two TCs are following the same
target or not. In our prototype, it compares color histograms
using Bhattacharyya distance [5] between two histograms.
To verify the advantages of the TC system in terms of both
programming and execution models, we have implemented
a target tracking application using the TC system. The
original code base for the application is from the OpenCV
library. The application detects and tracks a number of tar-
gets within video streams that are provided by the user. It
is important to note that the accuracy of target tracking
can vary dramatically depending on the choice of computer
vision tracking algorithms and real world conditions such as
illumination. However, our focus is not on the validation of
the detection or tracking algorithms. Our goals in construct-
ing the example vision application are two-fold: (1) to serve
as a proof-of-concept to understand the utility of the TC
programming model for rapidly prototyping a surveillance
system from off-the-shelf computer vision components; and
(2) to serve as vehicle for experimentation and validation of
the claims we have made regarding the efficiency of the TC
execution model compared to the conventional one.
5. EVALUATION
The goal of this evaluation is to evaluate the scalability
of the TC system compared to a conventional video surveil-
lance system. To do so, we performed three different ex-
periments with both systems in various practical situations.
These experiments serve to answer the following questions:
• How do the conventional and TC systems scale as the
number of targets increases?
• What are the benefits due to TC target prioritization,
under conditions of system saturation?
• How effective is TC frame-cache affinity towards im-
proving performance?
For the purposes of this evaluation, we use the metric
(defined earlier in Section 3) target throughput. The target
throughput is the number of target completion during an
inter-frame interval, where target completion means execut-
ing all the trackers associated with a target. The target
throughput percentage is the ratio of target completion to
targets. Assuming the frame rate of a video camera stream is
fixed and number of targets is constant, the target through-
put will remain steady if the system is underloaded. This is
because the system has enough resources to process all the
targets during each inter-frame interval. However, when the
system is overloaded, i.e., the system does not have enough
resources to process all the targets during an inter-frame in-
terval, some targets may not be fully executed (i.e., some
trackers following a target may not have been executed) be-
fore the next frame arrives. In this case, the overall target
throughput will decrease as new targets are added since each
target handler will have less of a chance to be executed at
each frame arrives.
5.1 Experimental Setup
The experiments are conducted on Linux kernel 2.6.32
with an Intel Q6600 2.40GHz CPU with four cores. To re-
duce the noise in the experiments, we dedicated one core
to run all the detector handlers for all the cameras, as well
as the internal threads needed by the TC runtime system
(e.g., to carry out merger operations). Incidentally, the TC
runtime system uses a daemon thread to periodically invoke
the equality checker handler provided by the application to
determine if TCs have to be merged. The remaining three
cores are dedicated for running the tracker handlers using
the worker thread pool that we described in the previous
section. To ensure that the first core is not overloaded,
we emulate physical cameras by replaying video files with
a fixed frame rate.
In our setup, a video camera emulator processes each video
frame image to differentiate between foreground and back-
ground image. This is the first processing step in a video
surveillance pipeline and would typically run on smart cam-
eras under a real-world deployment scenario. In our setting,
it takes about 150 ms to process foreground detection for
one 800x600 image. A blob entrance detector (which would
also typically run on smart cameras) identifies new objects
in each video frame, and takes 20ms on an average. To safely
provide a fixed video frame rate for our experiments, we set
the frame rate of the video camera emulator to five frames
per second. This rate provides enough time to process fore-
ground detection and blob entrance detection, in our exper-
imental testbed. As we mentioned earlier, we use a color
tracker based on the mean shift algorithm [6] to track tar-
gets. The color tracker implementation from the OpenCV
library takes 30-50ms to track a target in our setting. As-
suming a 30x30 pixel object within a 800x600 pixel video,
we set the overhead for tracking a target to be 30ms. To
provide a fair comparison, these settings are fixed for all of
our experiments.
5.2 Target Throughput Scaling
Base Scenario. In this experiment, we measure the effects
of increasing load on the surveillance system under test. Fig-
ure 7 shows the relationship of CPU utilization and average
target throughput. Until the CPU utilization increases to
over 90%, the system is underloaded and the average tar-
get throughput does not change even though new targets
are added. However, as the number of targets increase from
14 to 18, the average target throughput starts to decrease
due to system overload. Note that TC system and Base-
Left graph shows average throughput in terms of percent of target
completion as number of targets is increased. Right graph reports
CPU utilization results for same experiments. As system is overloaded,
throughput decreases.
Figure 7: Effects of System Load on Target Handler
Throughput
Average throughput in terms of percent target completion is reported
as number of trackers for one of the targets increases. TC is target-
aware and schedules targets evenly to maximize throughput, while sin-
gle target consumes proportionally more resources in Base, degrading
overall throughput.
Figure 8: Effects of Single Target in FOV of Multiple
Cameras
line system1 do not show any difference in this experiment
since every target has only one tracker (i.e., is in the FOV
of exactly one camera).
Single Target in FOV of Multiple Cameras. In this
experiment, we assume a situation where one target is in
the FOV of multiple cameras while other targets are in the
FOV of a single camera. To evaluate relative scalability be-
tween the TC and Baseline systems, we measure the average
target throughput of TC and Baseline systems as the num-
ber of trackers for the first target increases. Note that the
number of targets do not change while the number of track-
ers increases. Figure 8 shows the average target throughput
with 14 targets for both TC and Baseline systems.
As depicted in Figure 7, both systems can run 14 track-
ers without throughput saturation. However, the average
target throughput of the Baseline system starts to degrade
1We refer to the conventional thread-based implementation
as the “Baseline” system.
Average throughput in terms of percent target completion is reported
as number of targets with four trackers is increased. TC is target-aware
and schedules targets evenly to maximize throughput, while single tar-
get consumes proportionally more resources in Base, degrading overall
throughput. As shows in the figure, TC degrades more gracefully, than
Base.
Figure 9: Effects of Many Resource Hungry Targets
as soon as additional trackers are added to the first target,
since the system is overloaded beyond 14 trackers. How-
ever, the average target throughput of the TC system does
not degrade much, because only the first target’s through-
put will be affected when more trackers are added to it. As
shown in Figure 8, the target throughput of the Baseline sys-
tem drops to nearly 50% of the original target throughput
measured in an underloaded condition, because the number
of trackers are increased. On the other hand, the average
target throughput of the TC system remains well over 90%
because the number of targets remains the same. This result
demonstrates that the TC system fairly gives all targets of
equal priority equitable amount of computational resources
when the system is overloaded.
Many Resource Hungry Targets. The next experiment
represents a situation where the number of resource hungry
targets that are in the FOV of multiple cameras is increased.
In this experiment, ten targets with one tracker (i.e., in the
FOV of one camera) are initially running and we gradu-
ally increase the number of targets with four trackers (in
the FOV of four cameras). Figure 9 shows the different
scalability for both systems in terms of the average target
throughput.
Initially, both the TC and baseline systems show 100%
of average target throughput since the systems are under-
loaded. However, the baseline system starts to degrade once
a target with four trackers is added, i.e. it hits the 14 tracker
system saturation point. While the TC system also starts
to degrade when more than four resource hungry targets are
added, it degrades much more gracefully. For both systems,
the average target throughput decreases once the point of
saturation is reached, since both the number of targets and
the number of trackers are increasing. However, since in this
experiment the number of trackers increases faster than the
number of targets, the TC system provides higher average
target throughput than the baseline.
Average throughput in terms of percent target completion is reported
where one target is a high priority target (TC-High), and all others are
low priority (TC-Low and Base). TC is target-aware and guarantees
that the high-priority target is tracked even as the overall target han-
dler throughput degrades under overload conditions. For low-priority
targets, the TC system throughput degrades similar to Base.
Figure 10: Effects of Target Prioritization
5.3 Target Prioritization
The next experiment assigns different priorities (high or
low) to different targets. In this scenario, we assume there
exists one target that is more important to track than the
others. Regardless of system load state, the target tracking
algorithm should successfully track the high-priority target.
To emulate this scenario, we give high priority to one of the
targets running on the system. The rest of targets have the
same low priority. Although the TC system can allocate
resources based on a gradient scale of target priorities, we
only choose two priorities (high and low), for the purpose
of simplicity. All targets have one tracker (i.e., in the FOV
of a single camera) in this experiment. At initialization, six
targets are being tracked under the TC and baseline systems.
Figure 10 presents the results of this experiment.
When the experiment begins, all targets are subject to
the same target throughput regardless of priority since both
systems are not yet saturated. Beyond 14 targets, the sys-
tems reach saturation, and the low priority targets in the
TC system experience reduced throughput. In the baseline
system, all targets experience reduced throughput perfor-
mance. However, the high priority target in the TC sys-
tem still receives enough resources to be successfully tracked
throughout the experiment. The low priority targets in the
TC system have slightly lower average target throughput
than the baseline system since the high priority target re-
ceives more resources than the others. However, only a few
selective targets will likely require a higher level of attention
in most practical situations and therefore, the loss in aver-
age target throughput for low priority targets is likely to be
considered an acceptable trade-off.
5.4 Frame-Cache Affinity
Modern parallel machines are equipped with large caches
to mitigate the significant access latency to main memory.
Exploiting the caches can significantly benefit a video surveil-
































































Figure 11: Effects of Cache Affinity Scheduling
cache affinity scheduling so long as target priorities are not
violated. Essentially, the TC scheduler tries to schedule a
tracker that can benefit from the cache being “warm” with
the frame that it wants to process. Upon the completion
of a tracker by a worker, the TC system tries to find an-
other tracker that also needs to process the same frame and
assigns it to the worker. The cache misses incurred by a
tracker once the frame is pre-loaded is pretty insignificant.
Since tracker code is compute-intensive, this “pre-loading”
of the frame can be significant performance benefit.
To validate this design choice, we measured the CPU cy-
cles for a tracker execution with various frame sizes on Intel
Core I7 870 2.93GHz machine that runs Ubuntu 10.04 LTS
(Linux kernel 2.6.32). We would like to show the number of
cache load misses for different levels of the cache for a given
video frame. Unfortunately, the latest version of PAPI [19]
does not support L3 cache miss measurement. Moreover,
the sizes of L1 and L2 cache are 32KB and 256KB, which
are too small to show the benefit of frame cache affinity since
each uncompressed color frame with 640x480 is about 1MB
(640 x 480 x 3 bytes). For these reasons, we measured in-
stead the CPU cycles for tracker execution in two different
cases; warm-cache and cold-cache.
Figure 11 shows the results of tracker execution time (in
CPU clock cycles) for different frame sizes for warm cache
and cold cache. As can be seen from the figure, warm cache
performs about 20% better than cold cache in most cases.
This shows the potential benefit of cache-affinity scheduling
with the TC system.
5.5 Summary of Results
Through the experimental study, we have shown that the
TC system, being target-aware, provides better performance
(measured in target throughput) than a conventional sys-
tem for video surveillance in the presence of resource con-
straints. We have also shown that the priority framework
of the TC system comes in handy to provide preferential
target throughput for higher priority targets under resource
constraints. We have also demonstrated the potential of the
TC system to exploit cache affinity in scheduling the track-
ers.
6. RELATED WORK
Our work on TC is most closely related in spirit to the
work by Banga, et al. on Resource Containers [3]. TC
shares with Resource Containers the concept of providing a
higher-level abstraction for resource management informed
by the higher layers of the software stack. In the case of Re-
source Containers, the authors separate resource manage-
ment from process isolation, aggregating the management
of resources to groups of processes to improve the request
processing throughput for systems such as web servers. TC
utilizes target-awareness to inform resource management to
improve the rate of target update processing under real-time
constraints.
Other projects that are related to TC include ASAP [20];
the activity topology design based surveillance middleware
[22]; and the high level abstractions for sensor network pro-
gramming [15, 14]. ASAP [20] provides scalable resource
management by using application-specific prioritization cues.
Hengel et al. [22] approach scalability by partitioning the
system according to an activity topology describing the ob-
served (past) behavior of target objects in the network. En-
viroSuite [15] and the work by Liu et al. [14] provide pro-
gramming abstractions to shield the programmer from the
chores of the distributed system (monitoring, leader selec-
tion, etc.) that are complementary the concerns in the TC
system.
Through extensive research in the last two decades, the
state of the art in automated visual surveillance has ad-
vanced quite a bit for many tasks including: detecting hu-
mans in a given scene [21, 7, 8, 23]; tracking targets within a
given scene from a single or multiple cameras [10, 24]; follow-
ing targets in a wide field of view given overlapping sensors;
classification of targets into people, vehicles, animals, etc.;
collecting biometric information such as face [26] and gait
signatures [13, 25]; and understanding human motion and
activities [9, 4, 16]. The TC programming model with its
focus on enabling the prototyping of large-scale video-based
surveillance applications complements these advances. We
have been working with computer vision researchers in iden-
tifying the right level of abstractions in defining our pro-
gramming model and are planning to open-source our de-
velopment to make our programming system usable by the
vision community.
7. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have argued that building effective au-
tomated, large-scale video surveillance systems requires a
new approach, with a focus on programmability and scal-
ability. While considerable progress has been made in the
area of computer vision algorithms, such advances have not
translated to deployment in the large. We believe that this
is due to the lack of adequate system abstractions and re-
source management techniques to ensure their performance.
We believe target containers (TC) to be such an abstrac-
tion, and have presented it as the core contribution of this
paper. Along with the TC abstraction, we have presented
the TC API, programming model, and execution framework.
We have demonstrated, through our TC prototype and ex-
perimental evaluation, the efficacy of our approach and the
simplicity with which video surveillance applications can be
constructed within the TC model. We have further demon-
strated how the TC model allows the specification of target
tracking policies, such as target prioritization. Finally, our
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